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Abstract
Standard adversarial training involves two agents,
namely a generator and a discriminator, playing a
mini-max game. However, even if the players con-
verge to an equilibrium, the generator may only
recover a part of the target data distribution, in a
situation commonly referred to as mode collapse.
In this work, we present the Domain Partitioning
Network (DoPaNet), a new approach to deal with
mode collapse in generative adversarial learning.
We employ multiple discriminators, each encour-
aging the generator to cover a different part of
the target distribution. To ensure these parts do
not overlap and collapse into the same mode, we
add a classifier as a third agent in the game. The
classifier decides which discriminator the gener-
ator is trained against for each sample. Through
experiments on toy examples and real images, we
show the merits of DoPaNet in covering the real
distribution and its superiority with respect to the
competing methods. Besides, we also show that
we can control the modes from which samples are
generated using DoPaNet.
1. Introduction
Generative Adversarial Networks (Goodfellow et al., 2014a)
(GANs) consist of a deep generative model which is trained
through a minimax game involving a competing generator
and discriminator. The discriminator is tasked to differen-
tiate real from fake samples, whereas the generator strives
to maximize the mistakes of the discriminator. At conver-
gence, the generator can sample from an estimate of the
underlying real data distribution. The generated images, are
observed to be of higher quality than models trained using
maximum likelihood optimization. Consequently, GANs
have demonstrated impressive results in various domains
such as image generation (Gulrajani et al., 2017), video gen-
eration (Vondrick et al., 2016), super-resolution (Ledig et al.,
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Figure 1. Illustration of the expected behaviour DoPaNet using
two discriminators (N = 2), in case of a Uni-modal (M = 1, top),
bi-modal (M = 2, middle) and tri-modal (M = 3, bottom) target
distribution. The classifier ensures that the generated modes (in
orange and blue) corresponding to two different discriminators do
not overlap.
2017), semi-supervised learning (Donahue et al., 2017) and
domain adaptation (Zhu et al., 2017).
GANs are trained with the objective of reaching a Nash-
equilibrium (Mescheder, 2018), which refers to the state
where neither the discriminator nor the generator can further
enhance their utilities unilaterally. However, the generator
might miss some modes of the distribution even after reach-
ing the equilibrium as it can simply fool the discriminator
by generating from only few modes of the real distribution
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(Goodfellow, 2016; Arjovsky & Bottou, 2017; Che et al.,
2017; Chen et al., 2016; Salimans et al., 2016), and hence
producing a limited diversity in samples. To address this
problem, the literature explores two main approaches: Im-
proving GAN learning to practically reach a better optimum
(Arjovsky & Bottou, 2017; Metz et al., 2017; Salimans et al.,
2016; Arjovsky et al., 2017; Gulrajani et al., 2017; Berthelot
et al., 2017), or explicitly forcing GANs to produce various
modes by design (Chen et al., 2016; Ghosh et al., 2017;
Durugkar et al., 2017; Che et al., 2017; Liu & Tuzel, 2016).
We hereby follow the latter strategy and propose a new way
of dealing with GAN mode collapse. By noticing that using
a single discriminator often leads to the generator covering
only a part of the data, we bring more discriminators to the
game such that each incentivises the generator to cover an
additional mode of the data distribution. For each discrim-
inator to focus on a different target mode, we introduce a
third player, a classifier Q that decides the discriminator to
be trained using a given real sample. To ensure that these
various target data modes do not collapse into the same
mode, the classifier Q also decides the discriminator to train
the generator for a given generated sample. We find that this
strategy, illustrated in Figure 2, yields better coverage of
the real data distribution at convergence and simultaneously
improves the stability of the training as well.
We showcase our method on demonstrative toy problems
and show that it outperforms competing methods in avoiding
mode collapse. We show that the Q network is able to
distinguish different modes of the real data and therefore
each discriminator works on a separate mode. This ensures
that the generator can sample from a different mode for
every input code vector. We also show DoPaNet’s ability
to generate good quality and diversified images covering
various modes present in the datasets of real images.
We also provide theoretical analysis to show that at global
optimum of the objective, the generator replicates the real
distribution, categorized into different modes such that it
can sample from any mode given the corresponding code
vector c.
2. Related work
There is a rich literature on improving training stability and
increasing sample diversity for GANs. We only focus on a
selection of works that relate closely to ours. (Arora et al.,
2017b) introduces theoretical formulation stating the impor-
tance of multiple generators and discriminators in order to
completely model the data distribution. GMAN (Durugkar
et al., 2017) proposes using multiple discriminators. They
explore 3 settings where the generator can either be trained
against the best discriminator, the averaged discriminators,
or the weighted averaged discriminators. This helps train-
ing the network without modifying the minimax objective.
Figure 2. DoPaNet, our proposed framework. Here ∼ denotes a
sampling operation from the categorical probability distribution
Q(x). c is a categorical code with one-hot encoding. Using the
resulting category index σ ∼ Q(x) we select the corresponding
discriminatorDi=σ and connect it to the computation graph. From
the perspective of the real sample x and the generated sample xˆ
the respective computation graph is fully-differentiable, and can
be trained like the standard GAN (Goodfellow et al., 2014b).
Even though they use multiple discriminators, all of them
are trained using all of the available real data, which does
not explicitly help in avoiding mode collapse. We improve
on this strategy by adding a classifier as a third compo-
nent, with the task of choosing the discriminator for the
given input sample during training, therefore each of the
multiple discriminators specializes on a different part of
the real data distribution. We also compare DoPaNet with
GMAN (Durugkar et al., 2017) in our experiments (Section
4). Triple-GAN (Li et al., 2017) incorporates a classifier in
the adversarial training but it focuses on semi-supervised
learning and therefore it needs some part of the real data to
be labeled during training. It uses only one discriminator
which is also conditioned on the sample labels. Contrarily
our aim is to circumvent the mode collapse problem in the
general case where the labels of the samples may not be
available. InfoGAN (Chen et al., 2016) uses a Q network
to maximize mutual information between the input code
to the generator and its generated samples. It helps in dis-
entangling several factors of variation, e.g. writing styles
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in case of digits, pose from lightning, etc. It is different
from our approach as it uses the Q network as well to train
the generator. Hence it is possible that the generator col-
ludes with Q in disentangling the factors of variation, but
simultaneously fooling the discriminator, while sampling
from only few modes of the data. It can therefore still face
the mode collapse problem which we show in the experi-
ments (Section 4). Several works propose using multiple
generators (Arora et al., 2017a; Ghosh et al., 2016; Liu &
Tuzel, 2016). For instance, MAD-GAN (Ghosh et al., 2017)
improves the learning by compelling the generators to pro-
duce diverse modes implicitly using the discriminator. This
is achieved by requiring the discriminator to identify the
generator that produced the fake samples along with recog-
nizing fake samples from reals. The discriminator does not
explicitly force each generator to capture a different mode,
while in our case the generator is urged to capture distinct
modes by being trained with different discriminators. We
also show DoPaNet’s superiority over MAD-GAN in our
experiments (Section 4).
3. Method
In this section we first briefly discuss the preliminaries (3.1):
the general objective for training Generative Adversarial
Nets and conditional sampling and training. Then we detail
the objective of DoPaNet (3.2) and how we optimize it.
3.1. Preliminaries
Generative Adversarial Networks Generative adversar-
ial networks can be considered as a game, where players
in the form of neural networks are optimized against each
other. Let pd be the real data distribution and pg be the
distribution learnt by the generator G. Different tasks are
assigned to the players: firstly, the generator G takes an
input noise z ∼ p(z) and returns a sample xˆ = G(z). The
discriminator D takes an input x which can either be a real
sample from the training set or a sample produced by the
generator. The discriminator then outputs a conditional
probability distribution over the source of the sample x. In
practice D is a binary classifier that ideally outputs 1 if the
sample is real and 0 if the sample is fake. Formally the
following min-max objective is iteratively optimized:
min
G
max
D
V (D,G) := E
x∼pd
[logD (x)]
+ E
z∼pz
[log (1−D (G (z)))] (1)
The parameters of D are updated to maximize the objective
while the generator G is trained to minimize it.
Conditional generation We can condition the modeled
distribution by making G take a code vector c as an ad-
ditional input to produce a sample xˆc = G(z, c), as it is
done in InfoGAN (Chen et al., 2016) and other conditional
variants (Mirza & Osindero, 2014). In our case, we restrict
the code vector c to have a one-hot encoding. Defining
the conditional probability distribution as Q(x) = pc|x, we
obtain an objective function for the classifier Q, the general
cross-entropy loss:
min
Q
L(Q,G) := E
z∼pz,c∼pc
[CE(c,Q (G (z, c)))] (2)
where CE(., .) is the cross entropy function. The condi-
tional variants of the standard GAN settings optimize both
Objectives (1) and (2), where G may or may not be opti-
mized over Objective (2). We do not use G to optimize the
Objective (2).
3.2. Our approach: DoPaNet
DoPaNet consists of three main components: A conditional
generator G, a classifier Q and a set of independent discrim-
inators {Di}. We use categorical code vectors c ∈ {0, 1}N
with one-hot encoding where N is the number of discrim-
inators used. We use the notation ci to denote the one-hot
code vector c with value at the ith index as 1. As illustrated
in Figure 2, G generates a sample xˆc = G(z, c). Next
we feed the sample to the classifier Q to get the categori-
cal probability distribution. For each generated sample we
draw σˆ ∼ Q(xˆc), i.e. σˆ ∈ [1, ..., N ] that decides the corre-
sponding discriminator and Dσˆ that is going to process the
generated sample. Formally, we define D(xˆ) := Dσˆ(xˆc).
Similarly, for the real sample x ∼ pd, we draw σ ∼ Q(x)
and define the discriminator D(x) := Dσ(x) for the sample
x. Thus, for every sample, the discriminator used is decided
by the classifier Q. This yields a fully-differentiable compu-
tational graph, despite the fact that the sampling operation
σ ∼ Q(x) is non-differentiable. In other words, once D is
selected using predictions from Q, the training requires no
further modifications to the standard GAN optimization al-
gorithm, therefore it is compatible with all recent advanced
variants of GANs. In our experiments we define pz as a
standard normal distribution and pc as a uniform categorical
distribution unless otherwise stated.
Let us define the minimax objective for DoPaNet:
min
G
max
{Di}Ni=1
M({Di}Ni=1, G) := Ex∼pd
σ∼Q(x)
[logDσ (x)]
+ E
z∼pz,c∼pc
σˆ∼Q(G(z,c))
[log (1−Dσˆ (G (z, c)))]
(3)
We train DoPaNet by iteratively optimizing the following
objective function (refer Algorithm 1):
min
G
max
{Di}Ni=1
M({Di}Ni=1, G) + min
Q
L(Q,G) (4)
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Algorithm 1 DoPaNet training algorithm
1: for number of training iterations do
2: Sample minibatch of m noise samples {z(1), . . . , z(m)} from the noise prior pz(z).
3: Sample minibatch of m code samples {c(1), . . . , c(m)} from the code prior pc(c).
4: Sample minibatch of m examples {x(1), . . . , x(m)} from the data generating distribution pd(x).
5: Update Q by ascending its stochastic gradient:
∇θq
1
m
m∑
i=1
c(i) · logQ
(
G
(
z(i), c(i)
))
6: Decide for every input which of the N discriminators to use by sampling from the likelihood distribution of Q:
σ(i) ∼ Q
(
x(i)
)
σˆ(i) ∼ Q
(
G
(
z(i), c(i)
))
7: ∀n ∈ [1, . . . , N ], define the set of samples that are assigned to the nth discriminator Dn as:
Dn =
{
x(i)|σ(i) = n
}
Dˆn =
{
G
(
z(i), c(i)
)
|σˆ(i) = n
}
8: ∀n ∈ [1, . . . , N ], update the nth discriminator by ascending its stochastic gradient:
∇θdn
 1
|Dn|
∑
x∈Dn
logDn (x) +
1
|Dˆn|
∑
xˆ∈Dˆn
log (1−Dn (xˆ))

9: Sample minibatch of m noise samples {z(1), . . . , z(m)} from the noise prior pz(z).
10: Sample minibatch of m code samples {c(1), . . . , c(m)} from the code prior pc(c).
11: Decide for every ith input which of the N discriminators to use by sampling from likelihood distribution of Q:
σˆ(i) ∼ Q
(
G
(
z(i), c(i)
))
12: Update the generator by descending its stochastic gradient:
∇θg
1
m
m∑
i=1
log
(
1−Dσˆ(i)
(
G
(
z(i), c(i)
)))
13: end for
3.3. Theoretical Analysis
The classifier Q is trained only using Objective 2, and is ap-
plied on the generated samples xˆ as well as the real samples
x to decide the discriminator to use. It is optimal when it is
able to correctly classify the generated samples xˆ into their
corresponding ci’s. Empirically we observe that the classi-
fierQ is easily able to reach its optimum, as can be observed
in the Figure 3(b) and 3(c), as the blue and orange curves
(samples predicted as c1 and c2 respectively) coincide with
the samples forming blue and green area (samples generated
using c1 and c2 respectively). Interestingly, we observe that
the classifier Q is able to indirectly control the generator
G through the discriminators as G groups its generations
according to the code vectors ci.
Here we provide formal theoretical formulation of our
model with proof presented in Appendix A.
Lemma 3.1. For optimal Q and fixed G, the optimal Di,
∀i ∈ [1, . . . , N ] is
D∗i (x) =
ρSip
i
d(x)
ρSip
i
d(x) +
1
N p
i
g(x)
(5)
where Si = {x ∈ Supp(pd)|Q(x) = ci}, ρSi =∫
x∈Si pd(x)dx, p
i
d is a probability distribution such that
pid(x) =
pd(x)
ρSi
and Supp(pid) = Si, and p
i
g(x) = pz(z)
such that G(z, ci) = x.
We can now reformulate the minimax game as
U(G) = max
{Di}Ni=1
M({Di}Ni=1, G)
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(a) Standard GAN (b) DoPaNet, 2 modes, 2 Disc. (c) DoPaNet, 3 modes, 2 Disc.
Figure 3. Theoretical analysis: The figures are plotted using 100000 samples and 1000 bins histogram where the grey area represents
the real data distribution. Fig. (a): Standard GAN - In special case, N = 1 DoPaNet is equivalent to the standard GAN. The blue area
represents the model distribution. Fig. (b, c): The orange and blue area represent the generations corresponding to c1 and c2. The number
of discriminators is fixed at N = 2, while the number of modes is M = 2, 3 respectively. The orange and blue curves depict the predicted
class probability of c1 and c2 respectively by the classifier Q. It can be seen that support of p1d (i.e. x < 0) can be considered disjoint
from the support of p2d (i.e. x > 0) due to steep change in pc|x around x = 0. It also shows that the real distribution area corresponding to
c1 and c2: ρS1 and ρS2 is almost equal in proportion and therefore equal to 1/2.
Theorem 3.2. In case of N discriminators, the global min-
imum of U(G) is achieved if and only if pig(x) = p
i
d(x),
∀i ∈ [1, . . . , N ]. When ρSi = 1/N , the global minimum
value of U(G) is − log(4).
Sampling from pid is same as sampling from the i
th mode of
the real distribution, the mode that covers the set of samples
Si = {x ∈ Supp(pd)|Q(x) = ci}. Please note that we
can assume that each of {pid}Ni=1 has a disjoint support.
Figure 3(b) and 3(c) empirically show that the assumption
of disjoint support of the distributions p1d and p
2
d, which is
decided by the classifier Q, is valid.
So, in theory each Gi(.) = G(., ci) should converge to a
different mode as the target dataset distribution pid is itself
different ∀i ∈ [1, . . . , N ]. Hence, empirically the number
of modes covered should essentially be at least more diverse
than the standard GAN model. This is also observed in all
our experiments as well as when comparing the Figures 3(a)
and 3(b).
Corollary 3.2.1. At global minimum of U(G), the genera-
tive model G replicates the real distribution pd, categorized
into different modes.
Thus our model DoPaNet can learn the real data distribution
while also controlling the diversity of the generations by
sampling from a different real mode corresponding to each
ci, which we also verify experimentally in the next section.
4. Experiments
We demonstrate the performance of our method DoPaNet on
a diverse set of tasks with increasing complexity, involving
probability density estimation and image generation. To
illustrate the functioning of DoPaNet, we first set up two
low-dimensional experiments (Section 4.1) using Gaussian
Mixture Models (GMMs) as the target probability density
function: 1D GMM and 2D GMM. For the 1D Gaussian
Mixture case, we compare DoPaNet’s robustness against
other approaches by reproducing the experiment setting de-
tailed in (Ghosh et al., 2017) and we outperform all compet-
ing methods both qualitatively and quantitatively. We also
show DoPaNet’s performance using multiple discriminators
and show how the training dynamics change according to
the number of discriminators. We observe that increasing
the number of discriminators improves the performance of
the network until the point where the number of discrim-
inators exceeds the number of underlying modes. Using
the 2D circular GMM, we show that classifier Q is able to
learn good partitioning of the distribution and therefore each
discriminator acts on samples from a different mode unlike
GMAN (Durugkar et al., 2017). We show that DoPaNet is
able to utilize the capacity of multiple discriminators and
we can control the mode the generator samples from using
the code c. Even in this case, DoPaNet performs better in
capturing all the modes.
We finally demonstrate qualitative results on commonly in-
vestigated datasets: Stacked-MNIST, CIFAR-10 and CelebA
in Section 4.2. DoPaNet is able to generate good quality
diverse samples. In case of CIFAR-10, we also show that
we can generate samples from every class given the class
label y. The information about the network architectures
and the implementation details are provided in Appendix D.
4.1. Synthetic low dimensional distributions
In DoPaNet, the role of the classifier Q is to partition both
the real and generated data-points into different clusters or
modes, and each discriminator is consequently only trained
on a separate cluster. In order to fully understand how this
helps the training, we experimented with two toy datasets
obtained using mixture of Gaussian variants: a 1D GMM
with 5 modes, as used in (Ghosh et al., 2017), and a 2D
circular GMM with 3 and 8 modes on the unit circle.
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Figure 4. To study the behaviour of multi-discriminator settings with different number (N ) of discriminators, we trained GMAN (Durugkar
et al., 2017) and DoPaNet on a 1D data set with 5 modes. Both GMAN’s (top) and DoPaNet’s (bottom) results improved by adding
discriminators while N is less or equal the number of modes. To justify this, we point at the case where N = 5: the models perform best
since each class has to capture only a single mode. In the case of N = 6 and N = 7 DoPaNet decreased in performance only due to
oversampling (marked with ∗ and ∗∗) of some classes.
4.1.1. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND EVALUATION DETAILS
First, we reproduced the 1D setting in (Ghosh et al., 2017)
with 5 modes at [10, 20, 60, 80, 110] and standard deviations
[3, 3, 2, 2, 1] respectively and we compare to the numbers
reported in that paper in Table 1. We sampled 65, 536 data
points each from the real distribution and the generator dis-
tribution. For each of these two distributions, we created a
histogram using bin size of 0.1 with bins lying in the range
of −10 to 130. We then obtained Chi-square distance as
well as KL divergence between the generator distribution
and the true data distribution using these two histograms.
To compare against GMAN using different number of dis-
criminators, we used 1, 000, 000 samples (instead of 65, 536
above) and show the results in Table 2 and Figure 4.
We then introduce a 2D experiment setting with 2D Gaus-
sian Mixture Model (GMM). It has multiple modes having
covariance matrix of 0.01I , where I is an identity matrix,
and equally separated means lying on a unit circle (please
refer to Figure 5 for the 3 mode case). For Table 3 we con-
sider 8 modes and construct histograms using 1, 000, 000
samples and bin size of 0.0028× 0.0028 with bins lying in
the range of [−1.4, 1.4]× [−1.4, 1.4].
For these experiments, we use uniform distribution
U(−1, 1) of dimension 64 for pz and uniform categorical
distribution for pc to get the generations in both 1D and 2D
experiments.
4.1.2. OBSERVATIONS
Comparing against other GAN variants In Table 1, we
show that DoPaNet outperforms other GAN architectures
on the 1D task by a large margin in terms of Chi-square
distance and KL-Divergence. We believe that the success
is due to the classifier Q’s capability to learn to partition
GAN Variants Chi-square(×105) KL-Div
DCGAN∗ 0.90 0.322
WGAN∗ 1.32 0.614
BEGAN∗ 1.06 0.944
GoGAN∗ 2.52 0.652
Unrolled GAN∗ 3.98 1.321
Mode-Reg DCGAN∗ 1.02 0.927
InfoGAN∗ 0.83 0.210
MA-GAN∗ 1.39 0.526
MAD-GAN∗ 0.24 0.145
GMAN 1.44 0.69
DoPaNet 0.03 0.02
Table 1. 1D Gaussian Mixture Model experiment using best re-
sults from 3 runs for GAN variants that aims to solve mode col-
lapse. Results for the GAN variants marked as ∗ were reproduced
from (Ghosh et al., 2017).
the underlying distribution easily. We also show in Table
3, that in the 2D task DoPaNet achieves better performance
than GMAN (Durugkar et al., 2017) in terms of both KL-
Divergence an Chi-square.
Benchmarking the number of discriminators We study
the change in performance with regards to the number of
discriminators used by both GMAN (Durugkar et al., 2017)
and DoPaNet. The clustering mechanism with varying num-
ber of discriminators is illustrated on the 1D task in Figure
4. We see in this experiment that classes of the generated
samples are first attracted towards larger clusters of the real
data. By adding more discriminators, the quality of the re-
constructed modes is refined. The refinement process starts
first with the easiest separation, between the 2nd and the 3rd
peaks, after that the 4th and 5th modes are distinguished by
the classifier Q, and so on. We quantitatively see in Table 2
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Figure 5. A circular 2D GMM with 3 modes on the unit circle with standard deviations of 0.01. We train GMAN and DoPaNet withN = 3
setting. In the first column we show the generated distribution for each method in colours (orange for GMAN, a single color since GMAN
uses no conditioning on their samples, and red, green and blue in DoPaNet’s case for samples generated using c1, c2 and c3 respectively).
In columns 2, 3 and 4 we plotted the gradient field for each of the equally separated data-points present in [−2.0, 2.0] × [−2.0, 2.0].
Different colors show the gradient by different discriminators. For GMAN, each column shows the gradient field by the respective
discriminator for each of the data-points. For DoPaNet, each of the data-points is first classified by Q and the respective discriminator is
used to get the gradient field, which is shown in the corresponding column of 2-3. We see how classifier Q indirectly pushes different
modes generated by G apart, more importantly the gradient field has the highest magnitude in the direction which separates the modes,
while this phenomenon is not happening in the case of GMAN.
N Chi-square(×107) KL-Div
GMAN DoPaNet GMAN DoPaNet
2 5.00±6.80 1.89±0.92 1.74±0.63 0.81±0.27
3 2.96±2.88 1.10±2.43 1.50±0.57 0.55±0.36
4 3.41±2.73 0.74±0.98 1.48±0.42 0.50±0.41
5 4.62±3.92 0.27±0.54 1.55±0.30 0.25±0.26
6 3.94±3.22 0.41±0.50 1.56±0.22 0.35±0.20
7 2.84±1.51 0.42±0.43 1.45±0.38 0.36±0.21
8 2.80±1.55 0.93±1.14 1.36±0.43 0.56±0.31
Table 2. 1D Gaussian Mixture Model experiment using best re-
sults from 20 runs with different number of discriminators (N ) as
illustrated in Figure 4.
that increasing the number of discriminators improves the
performance of both GMAN and DoPaNet up to a certain
point whereN (number of discriminators) matches the num-
ber of modes in the data. After this optimal point, increasing
N yields a decreasing performance, because already cap-
tured modes are oversampled. In Figure 4 we have marked
examples of oversampling in the last two columns with ∗
symbols. It is interesting to note that when the same exper-
iment was carried out in MADGAN (Ghosh et al., 2017),
which uses multiple generators, their performance peaked
at NGenerators = 4 unlike GMAN and ours, both of which
logically peaked at NDiscriminator = 5 considering that
GAN Variants Chi-square(×106) KL-Div
Standard GAN 3.883 2.860
GMAN 1.253 0.636
DoPaNet 0.449 0.246
Table 3. 2D Gaussian Mixture Model experiment with M = N =
8 (where N is the number of discriminators, M is the number
of Gaussians used in the mixture model). For each experiment,
we use a fixed set of 1,000,000 samples and do 5 runs for each
algorithm and report the results using the best run. We took effort
to make sure that the comparison was fair, and used the same set
of parameters as in the 1D experiments.
there are 5 visible modes. This shows a difficulty in tuning
the hyper-parameter NGenerators in (Ghosh et al., 2017) for
different applications.
2D experiments In 2D experiments, for both GMAN (Du-
rugkar et al., 2017) and DoPaNet we experiment with
N = M = 8 (where N is the number of discriminators,
M is the number of modes) for both quantitative (listed
in Table 3) and qualitative results (see Appendix B), and
the N = M = 3 setting for qualitative results (illustrated
in Figure 5). In all of the runs, DoPaNet was able to cap-
ture, and classify all modes of the true distribution correctly,
while GMAN (Durugkar et al., 2017) failed on both the
N =M = 3 as well as the N =M = 8 setting.
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In Figure 5 we show a circular 2D GMM with 3 modes on
the unit circle which is used to train GMAN and DoPaNets.
In the case of DoPaNet, it can also be observed (see column
1) that the generator generates from a different mode for a
different ci. We can also visually see that the classifier Q
is indirectly able to control the conditioned samples G(z, c)
by routing them to the corresponding discriminators (see
columns 2-3). It also illustrates that we are indeed able to
utilize the capabilities of multiple Di’s as intended: differ-
ent discriminators begin to specialize on different modes
and therefore provide different gradients for the respective
mode as well. Although being trained with the generated
code vectors only, DoPaNet’s classifier Q achieves fine par-
titioning of the original distribution. We suggest that our
approach succeeds because each discriminator is fed differ-
ent samples from the beginning. Q is initialized to assign
each real sample to every discriminator with equal proba-
bility, but given that the generator samples different points
for every code vector Q quickly learns the different modes
that the samples from Gi are attracted towards (where Gi
refers to the conditional distribution modeled by G(z, ci)).
Given that the updated Q is already providing different sub-
sets of the input space to the different discriminators, the
discriminators will provide different gradients for each cor-
responding code vector. Therefore G learns to separate the
modes of the learnt distributions conditioned on c from each
other. We argue that GMAN is not able to utilize multiple
discriminators in this experiment setup and that most of the
learning is done by just a few discriminators rather than
their effective ensemble (see Appendix B).
4.2. Image generation
After investigating the DoPaNet performance on low di-
mensional tasks, now we validate DoPaNet on real image
generation tasks.
4.2.1. STACKED-MNIST
We first investigate how well DoPaNet can reconstruct
the real distribution of the data using the Stacked-MNIST
dataset (Srivastava et al., 2017). This dataset contains three
channel color images, containing a randomly selected sam-
ple from the MNIST dataset in each channel. This results in
ten possible modes on each channel so the number of all the
possible modes in the dataset is 103. It was shown in (Ghosh
et al., 2017) that various architectures recovered only a small
portion of these modes. A qualitative image depicting the
recovered modes using the traditional DCGAN (Radford
et al., 2016) architecture and DoPaNet can be seen in Figure
6. We have also measured the Kullback-Leibler divergence
between the real distribution and the generated distributions.
We compare DoPaNet against the other GAN variants in
Table 4.
GAN Variants KL Div
DCGAN∗ (Radford et al., 2016) 2.15
WGAN∗ (Arjovsky et al., 2017) 1.02
BEGAN∗ (Berthelot et al., 2017) 1.89
GoGAN∗ (Juefei-Xu et al., 2017) 2.89
Unrolled GAN∗ (Metz et al., 2017) 1.29
Mode-Reg DCGAN∗ (Che et al., 2017) 1.79
InfoGAN∗ (Chen et al., 2016) 2.75
MA-GAN∗ (Ghosh et al., 2017) 3.4
MAD-GAN∗ (Ghosh et al., 2017) 0.91
GMAN (Durugkar et al., 2017) 2.17
DoPaNet (ours) 0.13
Table 4. Stacked-MNIST: we compare our method against several
GAN variants. Through this experiment using a real dataset, we
can show that DoPaNet is closer to the real distribution. Results
for the GAN variants marked as ∗ were reproduced from (Ghosh
et al., 2017).
(a) (b)
Figure 6. Sample images from stacked mnist. The samples on
the left (a) were generated using the traditional architecture of
DCGAN2while the samples on the right (b) were generated using
DoPaNet with 10 discriminators (N = 10). Visually, (a) appears
to be more clear as only one color (green) is dominating over digits
of the other two colors while in (b) more digits are covered per
sample which refers to higher diversity in the modeled distribution,
thus better mode coverage.
4.2.2. QUALITATIVE RESULTS ON CIFAR-10 AND
CELEBA
To show the image generation capabilities of DoPaNet, we
trained the multi discriminator setting on a lower and a
higher complexity image generation task, CIFAR-10 and
CelebA respectively. We compare our results qualitatively
to the ones reported by GMAN (Durugkar et al., 2017) on
both tasks in Figure 9.
CIFAR-10 While learning the distribution of 32× 32 col-
ored images may sound easy, the main challenge is to learn
2Implementation details can be found at:
https://github.com/carpedm20/DCGAN-tensorflow
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ship
horse
car
Figure 7. 32×32 CIFAR-10 samples drawn from DoPaNet trained
with N = 5 discriminators for 700k iterations. The generations in
each subfigure correspond to y = 1, 2 and 3 respectively. We call
the attention to the various different details learnt for each class
which can cause mode collapse in other GAN variants.
geometric structures from low resolution and reproduce
them in various colors, backgrounds, angles etc. Follow-
ing (Mescheder et al., 2018), the generator takes ground
truth label y as input as well along with the code c, and the
discriminator outputs a 10 dimensional output of which only
the yth index is used for training Dσ as well as G, while
Q is trained just using the code c. Thus, the code c helps
it learn class invariant features. We illustrate in Figure 7
that DoPaNet is capable of capturing these features such as
different object orientations and colors depicted in various
weather conditions. It is also able to recognize minute de-
tails like wheels, horse hair, ship textures, etc. We present
more generations corresponding to each of the classes in
Appendix C.
CelebA We also show DoPaNet performance on large
scale images such as 128× 128 by training a residual net-
work for 100k iterations on the celebA dataset. This dataset
contains various modes like lighting, pose, gender, hair style,
clothing, facial expressions which are challenging to cap-
ture for generative models. In Figure 8 we demonstrate that
DoPaNet is capable of recovering the aforementioned visual
features.
Figure 8. Random samples from DoPaNet trained at scale of
128× 128 images on unaligned CelebA set for 100k iterations. As
it can be seen, different faces appear in diverse poses with differ-
ent background, and rarely occurring accessories such as orange
sunglasses are learned by the model.
Figure 9. Random samples presented in (Durugkar et al., 2017) for
image generation tasks such as CIFAR-10 and CelebA. Best results
were achieved with GMAN-0 variant with N = 5 discriminators.
For CelebA they cropped the images to exclude background.
5. Discussion
We conclude that it is not necessary for a generator to have
equal capacity adversary to converge, meaning that the stan-
dard GAN training procedure could be enhanced with mul-
tiple (and even weaker) discriminators specialized only in
attracting the model distribution of the generator to their
corresponding modes.
DoPaNet is proven experimentally to utilize the capability
of multiple discriminators by partitioning the target distri-
butions into several identifiable modes and making each
discriminator work on a separate mode. Thus, it reduces the
complexity of the modes to be learnt by each discriminator.
We show qualitatively and quantitatively that DoPaNet is
able to better cover the real distribution. We observe that the
generator is also able to sample from different identifiable
modes of the data distribution given the corresponding code
vectors.
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Appendix
Here we first give the theoretical formulation of our work
DoPaNet to show that the modes captured should be differ-
ent for each categorical code ci and that the standard GAN
can be considered as its lower bound on mode collapse. We
then give some more experimental insights from the 2D task.
We also give some more generations using CIFAR. Later we
provide implementation details of the network architectures
we used.
A. Theoretical formulation
Here we present the theoretical formulation for our proposed
method DoPaNet.
Lemma 3.1. For optimal Q and fixed G, the optimal Di,
∀i ∈ [1, . . . , N ] is
D∗i (x) =
ρSip
i
d(x)
ρSip
i
d(x) +
1
N p
i
g(x)
(6)
where Si = {x ∈ Supp(pd)|Q(x) = ci}, ρSi =∫
x∈Si pd(x)dx, p
i
d is a probability distribution such that
pid(x) =
pd(x)
ρSi
and Supp(pid) = Si, and p
i
g(x) = pz(z)
such that G(z, ci) = x.
Proof. Let us consider a case where we have N = 2 dis-
criminators. The theoretical formulation for this case can
be trivially extended to more number of discriminators. The
objective being optimized by the generator and the discrimi-
nators is (Obj. 3):
min
G
max
D1,D2
M({D1, D2}, G) :=
[
E
x∼pd
σ∼Q(x)
[logDσ (x)]
+ E
z∼pz,c∼pc
σˆ∼Q(G(z,c))
[log (1−Dσˆ (G (z, c)))]
]
(7)
When the classifier Q has converged to its optimal form, the
above Equation 7 can be rewritten as:
min
G
[
max
D1
[
E
x∼pd
x∈S1
[logD1 (x)]
+ pc(c1) E
z∼pz
[log (1−D1 (G (z, c1)))]
]
+max
D2
[
E
x∼pd
x∈S2
[logD2 (x)]
+ pc(c2) E
z∼pz
[log (1−D2 (G (z, c2)))]
]]
(8)
where x ∈ Si ifQ(x) = ci. pc is the categorical distribution
and in our case equal probability is assigned to both the
values c1 and c2. Here ci is that code vector which leads
the classifier Q to pass G (z, ci) to Di for i ∈ [1, 2]. Please
note that we can therefore consider G (., c1) as G1(.) and
G (., c2) as G2(.), where G1 and G2 have shared weights
except the bias weights in the initial layer. Bias weights in
the initial layer are independently trained for G1 and G2.
The Objective 8 can be rewritten as:
min
G1,G2
[
max
D1
[
ρS1 E
x∼p1d
[logD1 (x)]
+
1
2
E
z∼pz
[log (1−D1 (G1 (z)))]
]
+max
D2
[
ρS2 E
x∼p2d
[logD2 (x)]
+
1
2
E
z∼pz
[log (1−D2 (G2 (z)))]
]]
(9)
where ρSi =
∫
x∈Si pd(x)dx. p
i
d is a probability distribution
such that pid(x) =
pd(x)
ρSi
and Supp(pid) = Si where Si =
{x ∈ Supp(pd)|Q(x) = ci} is the set of samples in the
ith mode of the real distribution. So, sampling from pid is
same as sampling from the ith mode of the real distribution
pd. Therefore, Supp(pd) = Supp(p1d) ∪ Supp(p2d) and
Supp(p1d) ∩ Supp(p2d) = ∅.
For a fixed generator G, G1 and G2 are also fixed. For a
given G1 and G2, the discriminator Di tries to maximize
the quantity (using Objective 9):
ρSi
∫
x
pid(x) logDi(x)dx
+
1
2
∫
z
pz(z) log(1−Di(Gi(z)))dz
=
∫
x
ρSip
i
d(x) logDi(x) +
1
2
pig(x) log(1−Di(x))dx
(10)
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where pig(x) = pz(z) such that Gi(z) = x for i = 1, 2.
Therefore, for a fixed generator we get the optimal discrimi-
nator Di as:
D∗i (x) =
ρSip
i
d(x)
ρSip
i
d(x) +
1
2p
i
g(x)
(11)
In case of N discriminators, the optimal discriminator Di
can be similarly obtained as:
D∗i (x) =
ρSip
i
d(x)
ρSip
i
d(x) +
1
N p
i
g(x)
(12)
Theorem 3.2. In case of N discriminators, the global min-
imum of U(G) is achieved if and only if pig(x) = p
i
d(x),
∀i ∈ [1, . . . , N ]. When ρSi = 1/N , the global minimum
value of U(G) is − log(4).
Proof. Given the optimal discriminators D∗1 and D
∗
2 , we
can reformulate the Objective 9 as:
min
G1,G2
[
ρS1 E
x∼p1d
[logD∗1 (x)]
+
1
2
E
z∼pz
[log (1−D∗1 (G1 (z)))]
+ρS2 E
x∼p2d
[logD∗2 (x)]
+
1
2
E
z∼pz
[log (1−D∗2 (G2 (z)))]
]
(13)
As noted earlier, bias weights in the initial layer of G1 and
G2 are independently trained with all the other weights
shared. As it empirically turns out, the shared weights help
learn the similar features, which are essential in low-level
image formation and should be similar even if G1 and G2
were trained independently. So, we can rather relax the
restriction and consider G1 and G2 to be independent of
each other. So, the objective 13 can be rewritten as:
min
G1
W (G1) + min
G2
W (G2) (14)
where,
W (Gi) :=
[
ρSi E
x∼pid
[logD∗i (x)]
+
1
2
E
z∼pz
[log (1−D∗i (Gi (z)))]
] (15)
This is same as optimizing different Gi-Di pairs on dataset
distributions pid decided by the classifier Q based on the
target real distribution pd. Figure 3(b) and 3(c) empirically
show that the assumption of disjoint support of the distribu-
tions p1d and p
2
d is valid. The Equation 15 can be rewritten
as:
W (Gi) :=
[
ρSi E
x∼pid
[logD∗i (x)]
+
1
2
E
x∼pig
[log (1−D∗i (x))]
]
=
[
ρSi E
x∼pid
[
log
ρSip
i
d(x)
ρSip
i
d(x) +
1
N p
i
g(x)
]
+
1
2
E
x∼pig
[
log
(
1
N p
i
g(x)
ρSip
i
d(x) +
1
N p
i
g(x)
)]]
(16)
We can further reformulate Equation 16 as:
W (Gi) := ρSi
[
− log(ci1) +KL
(
pid
∥∥∥∥∥pidci1 + p
i
g
2ρSic
i
1
)
+ ci2
(
− log(ci3)
+KL
(
pig
2ρSic
i
2
∥∥∥∥∥ pidci2ci3 + p
i
g
2ρSic
i
2c
i
3
))]
(17)
where KL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence, ci1, c
i
2 and c
i
3
are constants such that 2ρSic
i
2 = 1 ( =⇒ ci2 = 1/2ρSi ) for
pig/2ρSic
i
2 (the first distribution of second KL term) to be
a probability distribution. The Kullback-Leibler divergence
between two distributions is always non-negative and, zero
iff the two distributions are equal. In above equation, the two
KL terms are zero simultaneously when (ci1−1)(ci2−1) = 1
and the generator distribution is
pig = 2(c
i
1 − 1)ρSipid
where 2(ci1 − 1)ρSi = 1 ( =⇒ ci1 = 1 + 1/2ρSi) for
pig to be a probability distribution. Therefore, the global
minimum of Eq. 17 is achieved iff pig = p
i
d. The constants
in Eq. 17 are chosen such that:
ci1 = 1+
1
2ρSi
, ci2 =
1
2ρSi
, ci3 = 1+2ρSi (18)
Please note that when ρSi = 1/2, the Eq. 17 can be refor-
mulated as:
W (Gi) := − log(2) + JSD (pdata ‖pg ) (19)
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and the global minimum ofU(G) obtained is− log(4). This
global minimum value is the same in general case for N
discriminators when ρSi = 1/N .
Corollary 3.2.1. At global minimum of U(G), the genera-
tive model G replicates the real distribution pd, categorized
into different modes.
Proof. As noted in the proof of Lemma 3.1, sampling from
pid is same as sampling from the i
th mode of the real distribu-
tion pd. At global minimum of U(G), we have pig = p
i
d so
Gi(.) = G(., ci) is able to sample from the ith mode of the
real distribution. As the real distribution is categorized into
N modes in total and each of {G(., ci)}Ni=1 can samples
from the corresponding modes, so G can replicate the real
distribution pd, categorized into different modes.
B. 2D GMM
As discussed in the section 4.1.2, here we show qualita-
tive results with N = M = 8 (where N is the number of
discriminators, M is the number of modes) whose corre-
sponding quantitative results are mentioned in the Table 3.
We illustrate our findings in Figure 10 and Figure 11.
We argue that GMAN is not able to utilize multiple dis-
criminators in this experiment setup and that most of the
learning is done by just a few discriminators rather than
their effective ensemble (see Appendix B).
In (4.1.2), under Error Analysis paragraph we claimed that
GMAN fails to utilize multiple discriminators to their full
potential. In Figure 5 we already have visual proof: the
gradient field of the first two discriminators (top row, red and
blue) are almost identical to each other, while the gradient
of the third network (top row, green) is pointing towards a
completely different mode (lower left) in its non-adjacent
area, while around this distant mode the magnitude of the
gradient is relatively small.
C. CIFAR-10
As discussed in the Section 4.2.2, here we present some
more results obtained for each of the 10 classes of CIFAR-
10 in Figure 12 and Figure 13.
D. Implementation details
Here we present the way we structured our experiments and
the details about the network architecture we used in the
experiments.
(a)
(b)
Figure 10. (a) GMAN: scatter plot of the data distribution (blue)
and model distribution (orange). Although it is covering all the
modes, there are a lot of false positives lying between the actual
modes. (b) DoPaNet: scatter plot of the model distribution with
different colors assigned for samples generated using different
code. We sample c from uniform categorical distribution. Notice
that the modes are clearly separated from each other as compared
to GMAN.
D.1. Synthetic low dimensional distributions
First, we reproduced the 1D setting in (Ghosh et al., 2017)
with 5 modes at [10, 20, 60, 80, 110] and standard deviations
[3, 3, 2, 2, 1] respectively and we compare to the numbers
reported in that paper in Table 1. Second, we compared
DoPaNet directly to GMAN (Durugkar et al., 2017) qual-
itatively in Figure 5 and quantitatively in Table 3 using
a circular 2D GMM distribution with 3 and 8 modes re-
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(a)
(b)
Figure 11. Heat map of discriminator scores ∈ [0, 1] (0 signifies fake while 1 means real) when evaluated for every data-point pair lying
in [−1.5, 1.5]2 (corresponding to Figure 10). (a) GMAN: it is clear that discriminator #04 already covers the majority of the modes while
the other discriminators give high scores for obviously fake samples (#03 and #05). (b) DoPaNet: here we multiplied the discriminator
scores with the probability of each point being assigned to that discriminator (obtained from classifier Q). Although the capacity of each
discriminator in DoPaNet is identical to the discriminators in the GMAN experiment, the DoPaNet framework reduces the complexity of
each discriminator’s task by making it work only on a different identifiable mode.
specitvely, around the unit circle. To illustrate the advantage
of DoPaNet over GMAN (Durugkar et al., 2017) we plotted
the gradient field to visualize the benefit of using multiple
discriminators. The gradient field of this setup can be seen
in Figure 5. To get quantitative results, we estimated the
probability density distribution using a histogram with 1400
bins over the real and generated samples and computed the
Chi-square and KL-divergence between the two histograms.
Comparing against other GAN variants When compar-
ing against other GAN variants, we run the 1D experiments
using a fixed set of 200,000 samples from the real distribu-
tion and generate 65,536 elements from each model.
Since DoPaNet is directly designed to separate different
modes, we outperform all the other methods as shown in
Table 1.
In our case, we sample the code vectors for the generator
from a categorical distribution with uniform probability. For
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the best results, we use 5 discriminators in both GMAN
(Durugkar et al., 2017) and DoPaNet. For both, we train 3
instances and select the best score from each of them.
Benchmarking the number of discriminators In 1D for
better non-parametric probability density estimation, we
increased the number of generated samples from 65,536
to 1,000,000 samples as done in (Ghosh et al., 2017). For
more reliable results on the implied mechanism of both
approaches, we run the training 20 times for each algorithm
with number of discriminators N = 2, . . . , 8, totaling 320
training. As in the previous experiment, we chose the best
results from each run.
2D experiments In 2D, for both variants we experiment
withM = N = 8 (whereN is the number of discriminators,
M is the number of Gaussians we used in the mixture) for
quantitative results, listed in Table 3 and M = N = 3
setting for qualitative results, illustrated in Figure 5. For
each experiment we use a fixed set of 1,000,000 samples
and take 5 run per each algorithm, then report the best run.
We took effort to make sure that the comparison was fair,
and used the same set of parameters as it was done in the
1D experiments.
D.2. Image generation
For both the generator and discriminator we use ResNet-
architectures (He et al., 2016), with 18 layers each in the
CIFAR-10 experiments, and 26 layers each in the CelebA
experiments. As was done in (Mescheder, 2018) we mul-
tiply the output of the ResNet blocks with 0.1, use 256-
dimensional unit Gaussian distribution. For categorical con-
ditional image generation we use an embedding network
that projects category indices to 256 dimensional label vec-
tor, normalized to the unit sphere. In the case of conditional
image generation the classifier Q is trained on code vectors,
so it is constrained to learn the original class labels. We em-
bed the code vector similar to the ground truth labels in this
setting for CIFAR-10. We use Leaky-RELU nonlinearities
everywhere, without BatchNorm.
Following the considerations in (Mescheder, 2018) for opti-
mizing parameters of Q, D, G we use the RMSProp with
α = 0.99,  = 10−8, and initial learning rate of 10−3. We
use a batch size of 64, and train the algorithm for 700,000
and 400,000 iterations for CIFAR-10 and CelebA tasks
respectively. Similar to work that provided state of the
art results on image generation tasks (Karras et al., 2018;
Mescheder, 2018) for visualizing the generator’s progress
we use an exponential moving average of the parameters of
G with decay 0.999.
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(a) Ship (b) Horse (c) Car
(d) Airplane (e) Cat (f) Deer
Figure 12. 32× 32 CIFAR-10 samples drawn from DoPaNet trained with N = 5 discriminators for 700k iterations. The generations in
each subfigure correspond to y = 1, . . . , 6 respectively. We call the attention to the various different details learnt for each class which
can cause mode collapse in other GAN variants.
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(a) Dog (b) Frog
(c) Bird (d) Truck
Figure 13. 32× 32 CIFAR-10 samples drawn from DoPaNet trained with N = 5 discriminators for 700k iterations. The generations in
each subfigure correspond to y = 7, 8, 9 and 10 respectively. We call the attention to the various different details learnt for each class
which can cause mode collapse in other GAN variants.
